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Underwater noise from impact pile driving of 512 -m-long conductor casings was measured at a

deep-water offshore oil platform in the Santa Barbara Channel. Beamforming measurements,

obtained with a vertical array, confirmed that the primary wave front generated by hammering

the conductor casing was a Mach cone propagating at an angle of 17.6� below the horizontal.

Analysis of the processed array data also revealed the presence of high-frequency secondary

waves at angles steeper than 45� below the horizontal. These secondary waves, which appeared

to be generated near the sea-surface, dominated the acoustic spectrum of the pulses at frequencies

above 1 kHz. Shallow hydrophone measurements outside the Mach cone showed clear evidence

of a surface shadow zone, which was caused by the strong downward directivity of the source.

Although reflected waves, diffraction, and secondary waves still produced sound inside the sur-

face shadow zone, sound levels were 10–15 dB lower in this region. Long-term hydrophone mea-

surements showed that there was little difference (61 dB) in mean sound levels from impact

hammering of different conductors installed at the same platform over three months.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Marine impact pile driving generates high underwater

sound pressures that could exceed disturbance or injury

thresholds for marine wildlife.1–3 Regulators in the United

States (U.S.) and other jurisdictions typically require that

operators of marine pile driving equipment establish exclu-

sion zones around their activities, based on maximum

acceptable noise exposure guidelines for marine animals.4,5

Many noise studies have been carried out on structural piles

driven near shore in shallow water, such as those associated

with piers6 and bridges.7,8 Offshore pile driving measure-

ments have been mainly associated with wind farm construc-

tion,9,10 but these have also been limited to relatively

shallow water depths (<50 m). Noise from pile driving in

deep water, such as at offshore platforms, has been poorly

studied and consequently has little historical documentation.

This article describes acoustic measurements obtained

from impact hammering of conductor casing (also called

drive pipe) at a deep-water offshore oil and gas platform.

Beamforming on a vertical array was used to characterize

the unusual sound field generated by hammering of the drive

pipe in deep water. A previous study, at a near-shore location

(12.5 m deep), used vertical array measurements to establish

that pile driving generates conical Mach waves.11 To the

best of the author’s knowledge, no prior studies have been

published documenting beamforming measurements of

underwater noise from deep water (>100 m) pile driving.

Conductor casings are steel pipes that extend vertically

from a drill rig, through the submerged jacket structure, and

into the seabed (Fig. 1). Conductor casings that are set in

place by driving them into the sediment using an impact

hammer are called drive pipes and are similar to conven-

tional piles. Unlike conventional piles, however, drive pipes

are not platform structural supports. Rather, their purpose is

to support a drill well and ensure structural integrity of the

wellbore. They are longer and have a smaller diameter than

conventional monopiles used in offshore foundations.

During this study, six 512 m (1680 ft) conductor casings

were installed at the ExxonMobil Harmony platform from

October through December 2014. The Harmony platform is

in the Santa Barbara Channel, offshore California, in 365 m

(1200 ft) of water.

The Santa Barbara Channel is approximately 130 km

long and 30–45 km wide, located between the Channel

Islands and the east-west trending coastline. The Santa

Barbara basin is the prominent feature of the Channel, with

sill depths of approximately 250 m and 450 m at eastern and

western entrances, respectively, with shallow (ca. 60 m)

inter-island passages to the south. Over 20 marine mammal

species are known to exist in this area according to the

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 2012 Pacific

Stock Assessment Report.12 Marine mammal species around

the Harmony platform include sea lions, which are present in

and out of the water around the platform jacket structure, as

well as various cetaceans, including dolphins, porpoises, and

gray, blue, minke, humpback, right, and killer whales.

Measures taken to mitigate noise exposures during the con-

ductor driving included suspending barrier nets from thea)Electronic mail: alex@jasco.com
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platform legs, soft starts (i.e., ramping-up the hammer when

driving began), and a shut-down protocol with qualified

marine mammal observers visually monitoring exclusion

zones before, during, and after hammer operation.

II. DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY

Each of the 6 conductors (hereafter numbered 1–6) was

fabricated from 42 individual pipe segments, welded

together to form a steel cylinder suspended vertically from

the rig floor in the water column. Each pipe segment (PSL-2

standard13) was 12.1 m (40 ft) long with an outer diameter of

0.66 m (26 in.), and a wall thickness of 0.025 m (1 in.). The

surface of each pipe segment was coated with fusion-bonded

epoxy. During construction, new segments were welded

together at the rig floor as the drive pipe was lowered

through the water column. At the seabed, which consisted of

unconsolidated fine-grained silty-clay and clayey-silt, the

conductor casings sank into the sediment under their own

weight to a penetration depth of �52 m (170 ft) below the

seafloor. A hydraulic impact hammer (IHC S-90, Kinderdijk,

Netherlands) drove the final four pipe segments until each

conductor casing reached its final penetration depth of 91 m

(300 ft) below the seafloor. A quiet period of between 1 and

8 h followed the driving of each 12.1 m segment, during

which time the next segment was welded to the top of the

conductor casing. The final length of each conductor casing

was 512 m (1680 ft).

A Polypenco (Polyoxymethylene) cushion between the

hammer and the conductor was used to dampen the impact

force of the hammer. The cylindrical cushion was made of

high impact plastic materials (tensile modulus of elasticity

2240 MPa, coefficient of restitution 0.904) with a thickness

of 0.2 m and a diameter of 0.762 m. This cushion was

removed for driving the final segment of conductor no. 1, to

determine its effect on underwater sound levels. An analysis

of pile driving logs from all six conductors showed that ham-

mer energy varied approximately linearly with penetration

depth (r2¼ 0.879), from 31 6 7 kJ per strike at the start of

driving to 59 6 7 kJ per strike at the end of driving. The ham-

mer repetition rate was approximately 36 strikes per minute.

Between 5338 and 7554 hammer strikes per pipe were

required to drive the six conductor casings to desired depth.

III. METHODS

A. Measurement apparatus

Acoustic data were collected using six JASCO Autonomous

Multichannel Acoustic Recorders (AMARs; see Fig. 2). One

of the AMARs incorporated a 29.75 m, eight-channel verti-

cal hydrophone array for characterizing the directivity of

the noise field generated by the conductor driving. The

remaining five AMARs were single-hydrophone instru-

ments. Table I summarizes the deployment locations, distan-

ces, and frequency ranges of the AMARs. Vertical array

measurements were obtained only during driving of conduc-

tor no. 2; other hydrophones were left in place to verify that

pressure signals generated by the remaining conductors were

not significantly different. A vessel-based hydrophone col-

lected additional near-surface acoustic data while conductor

no. 2 was being driven.

Three AMARs (E, H, VA) were deployed on oceano-

graphic moorings around the Harmony platform. Their on-

bottom coordinates were verified to 65 m accuracy by

range-fixing their acoustic release units (Edgetech Port-LF)

at four surface Global Positioning System (GPS) locations.

Two AMARs (A,G) were suspended on tensioned lines

inside the jacket structure, one for short-term recording (<1

week) and the other for long-term recording (3 months). One

FIG. 1. Cross-section diagram of impact driving of conductor casings at the

Harmony platform (not to scale). Final length of the conductor casings was

512 m and final seabed penetration was 91.4 m.

FIG. 2. Map of acoustic sensor deployment locations at the Harmony plat-

form. Annotations indicate station name and hydrophone depth (z). Contour

lines indicate water depth in 10 m increments.
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AMAR (S) was suspended from a heavy mooring buoy

southeast of the platform; its distance varied slightly depend-

ing on prevailing currents and was periodically measured by

marine mammal observers on the platform using a laser

range finder.

All AMARs, including the vertical array, used omnidirec-

tional reference hydrophones (GeoSpectrum Technologies

M8K, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada) with �200 dB re

1 V/lPa nominal sensitivity. The AMARs were set to continu-

ously record sound during the deployment period with a sam-

pling rate of either 32 kHz or 48 kHz. Two of the AMARs

(A,H) were set to record at 375 kHz sample rate on a 12%

duty cycle to capture high-frequency marine mammal vocal-

izations (not reported in this study). Pressure waveforms were

stored at 24-bit resolution on internal solid-state flash mem-

ory. Laboratory calibrations for all hydrophones were verified

using a 250 Hz pistonphone (G.R.A.S. 42AC, Holte,

Denmark) prior to deployment and, where possible, immedi-

ately after retrieval.

The vertical array consisted of eight M8K omnidirec-

tional reference hydrophones, suspended in the water

column. Hydrophone elements were separated by 4.25 m.

The vertical array incorporated a roll-pitch-yaw (RPY) sen-

sor (Microstrain 3DM-G, Burlington, VT), which recorded

the tilt and orientation of the array. The array also incorpo-

rated two charge-temperature-depth (CTD) loggers (Star

Oddi DST, Gardabaer, Iceland), which measured the depth

of the array and the speed of sound in water. The CTD log-

gers were used to sample the sound speed profile during

deployment and retrieval of the vertical array.

B. Data processing

The pressure waveform data from the AMARs were

processed using JASCO’s PAMlab software application.

PAMlab automatically detects impact piling pulses, and for

each pulse computes peak sound pressure level (PK), sound

pressure level (SPL), sound exposure level (SEL), and dura-

tion, as well as 1/3-octave band levels. The duration used for

calculating the SPL is based on the 90% sound exposure

time window (T90) of each pulse.14 The automated pulse

detector used by PAMlab is based on a Teager-Kaiser

threshold detector15 with a time step of 10 ms. Sound levels

for each pulse (PK,SPL,SEL,1/3-octave SEL) were com-

puted inside a 0.8 s window, starting 0.3 s before each detec-

tion event. Average sound levels over multiple pulses were

calculated in terms of mean square sound pressure (or mean

sound exposure) as appropriate. The PAMlab detections

were manually reviewed after processing to remove false

positives. Background noise was analyzed using PAMlab to

calculate SPL and power spectral density (PSD) levels for

each minute of data. PSD was computed according to

Welch’s method16 using a normalized Hamming window

with 50% overlap.

Delay-and-sum beamforming was applied to the eight-

channel hydrophone data from the vertical array using cus-

tom software to determine the vertical directivity of the con-

ductor driving noise. Beamforming was carried out by

applying phase shifts to the hydrophone channels in the fre-

quency domain to enhance high-frequency resolution. Phase

shifts were computed as a function of beam angle using the

speed of sound in water calculated from temperature and

salinity data collected on the array (1485 m/s). In each beam,

time-dependent signal power was calculated from the mean-

square-pressure of 1-ms-long, non-overlapping time win-

dows. Beam power and beam pressure were computed for

ensemble averages of 100 pulses to enhance the signal-to-

noise ratio of the beam data. The precise propagation angles

of individual wave fronts were determined by time-

windowing the pressure signals and using downhill simplex

optimization17 to find the beam steering angle with maxi-

mum power. Incidence angles of the wave fronts were cor-

rected for the tilt of the array, which deviated by less than

60.5� over the duration of the measurements.

IV. RESULTS

A. Beamforming data

Beamforming analysis was applied to the vertical array

data from conductor no. 2 to determine the propagation

angles of the downward and upward traveling sound waves

emitted by the pipe wall (Fig. 3). Four principal wave fronts

were identified in the beam power data by comparing the

arrival times and incidence angles with the propagation

geometry (Fig. 4): an initial wave (down-going), a toe reflec-

tion (up-going), a sea-surface reflection (down-going), and a

head reflection (down-going). These four primary wave

fronts, which are consistent with numerical simulations of

Mach wave fronts from pile driving,2 are identified with lon-

gitudinal stress waves traveling up and down the pipe.

The acoustic pulses from the hammering were highly

repeatable and only changed gradually from pulse to pulse.

TABLE I. Summary of AMAR deployment locations (NAD 83) at the Harmony platform.

AMAR Hydrophones Sampling rate (kHz) Conductors recorded Range (m) Hydrophone depth (m) Water depth (m)

A 1 32/365 1–6a 10–30 25 365

E 1 32 1 480 370 373

G 1 48 2 10 25 365

H 1 32/365 2–6 1475 430 436

S 1 48 2–3b 380–395 20 380

VA 8 32 2 264 290–320 372

aAMAR A only had a clear line of sight to the source during driving of conductor no. 2. Sound levels recorded on this sensor during driving of the other con-

ductors were attenuated by 10–20 dB, due to shadowing by structural elements inside the platform jacket.
bAMAR S ran out of batteries early and stopped recording prematurely.
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The amplitude of the initial wave did not increase substan-

tially over the duration of the conductor drive, and the per-

pulse SEL remained approximately constant, despite the

doubling of the hammer energy over this period (Fig. 5).

Furthermore, the amplitude of the toe reflection steadily

diminished over the course of the drive. This latter observa-

tion indicates that the deeper the conductor casing was

driven, the more the stress wave reflection from the toe of

the pipe was attenuated.

Beamforming indicated that the propagation angle of

the initial wave was 17.6� (down-going) and the propagation

angle of the toe reflection was �20.0� (up-going). The toe

reflection propagates at a different angle in water than the

initial wave because it undergoes refraction at the seabed

interface. Thus, it is possible to infer directly from the inci-

dence angle of these wave fronts the stress wave speed in the

pipe and the speed of sound in the sediments. Assuming the

wave front follows a ray path from the pile wall to the

receiver, and assuming a horizontally stratified ocean,

Snell’s law relates the grazing angle at the source (us) to that

of the receiver (ur)

cðzsÞ= cosðusÞ ¼ cðzrÞ= cosðurÞ; (1)

where c(z) is the speed of sound in the medium (water or

sediment) surrounding the pipe wall, zs is the source depth

(i.e., where the ray intersects the pipe wall), and zr is the

receiver depth. The grazing angle of the Mach wave front at

the pipe wall (i.e., at the source) is

us ¼ sin�1ðcðzsÞ=cpÞ; (2)

where cp is the speed of longitudinal stress waves in the

pipe. Combining these two equations gives the following

expression, which can be used to iteratively solve for the

stress wave speed in the pipe and the speed of sound in the

sediments:

c zsð Þ
cp
¼ sin cos�1

c zsð Þ
c zrð Þ

cos ur

 ! !
: (3)

CTD measurements showed that the sound speed profile

at the measurement site was downward-refracting with

1515 m/s sound speed at the sea-surface and 1485 m/s sound

speed at the vertical array. The calculated longitudinal wave

speed in the steel pipe was 4911 m/s, based on the propaga-

tion angle of the initial wave. This is consistent, to 2% accu-

racy, with longitudinal wave speeds in a steel pipe pile

calculated from shallow-water beamforming measure-

ments.11 The calculated compressional wave speed in the top

sediment layer was 1504 m/s, based on the grazing angle of

FIG. 3. (Color online) (Top) Broadband beam power versus vertical angle

and time (100 strike average, normalized) showing propagation angle of pri-

mary wave fronts generated by longitudinal waves in the pipe: (a) initial

wave, (b) toe reflection, (c) sea-surface reflection, (d) head reflection.

Positive beam angles correspond to down-going waves, negative beam

angles to up-going waves. Faint up-going seabed reflections are visible after

the down-going arrivals. (Bottom) Pressure signal recorded on channel 4 of

the vertical array. The hydrophone channels were assigned equal amplitude

weighting while beamforming to maximize angular resolution.

FIG. 4. Geometry of Mach cone and shadow zone inferred from vertical

array data (not to scale) illustrating the four main propagation paths

observed in the data: (a) initial wave, (b,b0) toe reflection via sediment and

water, (c) sea-surface reflection, (d) top reflection. Conical (Mach) wave

fronts are represented by straight black lines, and diffracted wave fronts are

represented by curved gray lines. Dashed lines follow the propagation direc-

tion of the conical wave fronts.

FIG. 5. (Top) Peak pressure magnitude versus strike number (100 strike

average) of primary wave fronts emitted by conductor no. 2, as measured by

beamforming on the vertical array. The head reflection is not shown since it

could not be reliably isolated from the surface reflection. (Bottom) Per-pulse

SEL versus strike number, as measured on a single channel of the vertical

array during driving of conductor no. 2. Brief drops in SEL correspond to

starting and stopping of the hammer and ramp-up periods.
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the toe reflection. The seabed sound speed estimated from

the vertical array data is consistent with clayey-silt material

(72% porosity),18 which is in agreement with findings from

nearby ocean drilling19 and sediment sampling20 surveys.

This also indicates that the critical angle at the seabed (9.1�)
is less than the propagation angle of the Mach cone, which is

consistent with the weak seabed reflections observed in the

beamforming data [the critical angle was calculated from the

sound speed in water near the seabed, c(zb), and the com-

pressional wave speed in the top sediment layer, cb, accord-

ing to cos�1(c(zb)/cb)].

A free-field measurement of the Mach wave pressure

signature was isolated from the vertical array data by steer-

ing a beam at 17.6� incidence angle, windowing the first

150 ms of each pulse, and averaging the peak-aligned pres-

sure over an ensemble of 100 pulses. The resulting signature

was free of all surface and bottom reflected waves, and thus

represents only the sound pressure associated with the initial

down-going Mach wave (Fig. 6).

High-pass filtering revealed the presence of at least ten

secondary, high-angle wave arrivals in the beamforming

data (Fig. 7). The incidence angles of these secondary waves

ranged from 45.6� to 57.7� (down-going), and their arrival

times were clearly delayed with respect to the primary

waves. Based on their incidence angles, and the location of

the vertical array, these secondary waves appear to have

originated close to the sea-surface, at depths less than 40 m.

Their delayed arrival times and steeper incidence angles

strongly suggest these secondary waves are not associated

with the primary Mach cone, nor are they associated with

the down-going primary stress wave in the pile.

The frequency spectra of the Mach wave and second-

ary waves were calculated by windowing the beamforming

data over a narrow range of beam angles and arrival times

(Fig. 8). This analysis showed that the transition between

the two types of waves was between 1000 and 1500 Hz,

with the Mach wave dominating at low frequencies and the

secondary waves dominating at high frequencies. The low-

frequency limit of secondary wave spectrum could not be

precisely determined from the vertical array data, because

the beamforming could not entirely exclude the Mach

wave energy from the secondary wave spectrum below

1000 Hz.

B. Sound levels

To analyze noise propagation away from the source,

underwater sound levels were measured at 10–1475 m range

during driving of conductor nos. 1 and 2. These measure-

ments were collected into plots of sound level versus hori-

zontal distance from the conductor (Fig. 9). Comparison of

sound levels measured at different depths showed evidence

of a shadow zone near the sea-surface (i.e., outside the 17.6�

Mach cone). At 300–750 m range, broadband sound levels

measured at 20 m depth were approximately 10–15 dB less

than sound levels measured lower in the water column.

Pressure pulses recorded at the different sampling loca-

tions showed patterns of arrivals that were consistent with

the four primary longitudinal wave fronts identified in the

vertical array data. Inspection of the spectrograms also

FIG. 6. Acoustic pressure signature of the down-going initial Mach wave

traveling at 17.6� grazing angle, as measured on the vertical array at 264 m

horizontal range from the source.

FIG. 7. (Color online) (Top) High-pass filtered (>2 kHz) beam power versus

vertical angle and time (100 strike average, normalized) showing secondary

high-frequency arrivals. Arrows indicate the locations of beamforming

peaks corresponding to the secondary wave fronts. (Bottom) Filtered pres-

sure signal recorded on channel 4 of the vertical array. The hydrophone

channels were shaded with a Hamming window while beamforming to sup-

press side lobes. Filtering was applied in the frequency domain using a

sixth-order, zero-phase Butterworth filter.

FIG. 8. Pressure spectra of the primary (Mach) wave and secondary waves

(100 strike average), calculated by windowing the beamforming data and

averaging over the specified range of beam angles (u) and arrival times (t).
The root-mean-square (rms)-average pressure spectrum was calculated from

the beam pressure data using an advancing 512-point fast Fourier transform

(FFT; 50% overlap, Hamming window). The hydrophone channels were

shaded with a Hamming window while beamforming to suppress side lobes.
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showed patterns of high-frequency arrivals corresponding to

the high-angle secondary waves recorded on the vertical

array (Fig. 10). These secondary waves appear to dominate

the high-frequency (�1 kHz) part of the pulse spectrum.

Spectrum analysis in 1/3-octave bands was used to char-

acterize the peak frequency of the sound energy generated

by the conductor driving (Fig. 11). These measurements

were obtained at sufficiently close range, and in sufficient

water depth, that frequency-dependent propagation effects

(e.g., multipath interference, bottom loss, absorption loss)

would not have significantly affected the frequency spectrum

of the sound recorded on the hydrophones. This analysis

showed that pulses measured inside the primary Mach cone

had lower peak frequency than those measured outside of it.

Furthermore, comparing the spectrum of receivers inside the

Mach cone showed that more high-frequency sound energy

was received near the sea-surface than deeper in the water

column.

Comparisons of long-term hydrophone measurements

made outside the jacket structure showed that there was little

difference (61 dB) in mean sound levels recorded during

driving of the different conductors (Table II). Thus, under-

water sound levels generated by the different conductors

were found to be highly repeatable at this site.

C. Effect of hammer cushion

The effect of the Polypenco cushion was examined by

comparing sound levels recorded on AMAR E (inside the

Mach cone) during hammering of conductor no. 1 with and

without the cushion. To minimize possible bias due to

changing driving conditions or hammer energy, the attenua-

tion analysis was limited to two contiguous sets of 150

strikes recorded at the end of segment 41 (with cushion) and

at the start of segment 42 (without cushion). Average sound

levels with and without the cushion showed that the cushion

reduced the PK by 3.3 dB, the SPL by 1.5 dB, and the per-

pulse SEL by 1.8 dB. Analysis of 1/3-octave band SEL

showed that the attenuation of the cushion was frequency

dependent (Fig. 12). It should be noted, however, that the

elastic properties of the cushion itself (and thus its effect on

sound levels) may have changed over time due to frictional

heating of the cushion material by the hammer. This effect

could not be controlled for during the measurements due to

operational constraints.

D. Back-propagation analysis

Because conical waves in free space follow a simple

geometrical spreading law, measurements of the initial

FIG. 9. PK, SPL, and per-pulse SEL versus horizontal range recorded during

driving of conductor nos. 1 and 2 (with cushion). Plot annotations indicate

sampling station and hydrophone depth. Error bars correspond to 90% range

of sound level data. Vessel hydrophone data are shown in 25 m range bins.

Filled symbols correspond to receivers inside the initial Mach cone and hol-

low symbols correspond to receivers inside the shadow zone.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Normalized spectrograms (20 pulse average) of

pulses recorded on 5 different AMARs during driving of the same pipe seg-

ment. Corresponding pressure waveforms are shown above each spectro-

gram. The range (r) and depth (z) of the hydrophone is indicated in the

bottom right of each spectrogram. Letter annotations indicate primary arriv-

als generated by longitudinal waves in the pipe: (a) initial wave, (b) toe

reflection, (c) sea-surface reflection, (d) top reflection. Asterisk annotations

(*) indicate secondary wave arrivals, not associated with (a)–(d).
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Mach cone [wave front (a) in Fig. 4] can be back-propagated

to a reference distance close to the pile. The back-

propagation may be calculated using the following expres-

sion for transmission loss (TL) of conical wave fronts propa-

gating at grazing angle u:

TL ¼ 10 log10ððr=rrefÞ= cosðuÞÞ; (4)

where r is the horizontal range from the receiver point to the

center of the pile, rref is the reference distance (1 m), and the

quantity TL is expressed in decibels. Note that sound levels

that are back-propagated according to this spreading law are

not equivalent to a point source level referenced to 1 m range.

Following this approach, back-propagated sound levels,

referenced to 1 m, were calculated for the Mach wave using

per-pulse 1/3-octave band SEL measurements obtained

inside the Mach cone on AMARs G, E, and VA (Fig. 13).

Back-propagated sound levels based on conical-wave TL

agreed at low frequencies, but diverged above 500 Hz. Thus,

for comparison, back-propagated sound levels for spherical

waves (TL¼ 20 log10(R/rref), where R is slant range) were

also calculated from the same measurements under the

assumption that sound from the conductor driving originated

at the sea-surface. The back-propagated spherical wave

sound levels agreed at frequencies above 1500 Hz (including

those from AMAR S, not inside the Mach cone).

The beamforming data clearly showed that that the transi-

tion between the primary and secondary waves was between

1000 and 1500 Hz, which is higher than the upper limit of

500 Hz for the conical waves suggested by the back-

propagation analysis. The explanation for this apparent differ-

ence is that the Mach wave likely decayed more rapidly with

depth than cylindrical spreading would suggest above 500 Hz

(another way to interpret this is that a hydrophone closer to

the bottom of the pipe measured less high-frequency sound

energy). Since the Mach wave was generated by a stress wave

FIG. 11. Mean per-pulse 1/3-octave band SEL versus frequency at each

AMAR for conductor nos. 1 and 2. Filled symbols correspond to receivers

inside the Mach cone and outlined symbols correspond to receivers inside

the shadow zone. Mean 1/3-octave band background noise levels (SPL, 60 s

average) measured on AMAR H during periods without pile driving are also

shown. While per-pulse SEL and background SPL are not directly compara-

ble quantities, SEL is uniformly lower than the SPL for signals shorter than

1-s duration (see Fig. 9). Thus, comparing per-pulse SEL to background

SPL gives a lower bound on signal-to-noise ratio for the pulses (i.e., the con-

ductor driving was well above the background). Background noise at this

location originates primarily from machinery operating on the Harmony

platform.

TABLE II. Mean per-pulse sound levels measured outside the jacket struc-

ture, on AMARs H and S, during driving of conductor nos. 2–6. Conductor

nos. 4–6 were driven after AMAR S stopped recording.

Conductor number 2 3 4 5 6

AMAR H (r¼ 1475 m)

PK (dB re 1 lPa) 170.0 167.7 168.3 169.8 169.3

SPL (dB re 1 lPa) 150.1 148.1 148.6 150.3 149.5

SEL (dB re 1 lPa2s) 142.3 141.6 141.6 143.6 142.6

AMAR S (r¼ 380–395 m)

PK (dB re 1 lPa) 168.9 168.5 — — —

SPL (dB re 1 lPa) 151.9 151.7 — — —

SEL (dB re 1 lPa2s) 145.6 145.8 — — —

FIG. 12. Comparison of per-pulse 1/3-octave band SEL (150 strike average)

with and without the hammer cushion, as measured inside the Mach cone on

AMAR E.

FIG. 13. Back-propagated 1/3-octave octave band SEL (per-pulse) calcu-

lated from multiple hydrophones using two different spreading laws (conical

spreading and spherical spreading). Conical wave SEL values (filled sym-

bols) were back-propagated to 1 m from the center of the pipe assuming a

grazing angle of 17.6�. Spherical waves (hollow symbols) were back propa-

gated to 1 m from the sea-surface. Only hydrophones inside the primary

Mach cone were included in the conical wave back-propagation calculation.

AMAR H was excluded from the back-propagation analysis because it was

deemed to be too far from the source (1.5 km) to reasonably assume free-

field sound propagation.
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propagating down the pipe, this suggests the stress wave emit-

ted less high-frequency sound the farther it traveled down the

pipe. In a cylindrical shell, material damping and fluid loading

would be expected to attenuate the sound energy radiated by

stress waves in a frequency-dependent manner.21

Taken together, the beamforming and back-propagation

results suggest that low- and high-frequency sound from

conductor driving are generated by two different mecha-

nisms: Low-frequency sound energy is generated by Mach

wave radiation, distributed over the water column, whereas

high-frequency sound energy is generated by localized sound

radiation originating near the sea-surface. The contribution

of these two different mechanisms appears to overlap in the

frequency range 1000–1500 Hz. Thus, the spectrum of the

sound emitted by the conductor driving appears to be depth

dependent, with more high-frequency sound energy gener-

ated near the sea-surface than deeper in the water column.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Implications for assessing noise effects on marine
organisms

Several results from this study are useful for assessing

potential noise effects on marine life from future projects

involving deep-water pile driving. One of the most important

findings of this study was that receivers in the surface

shadow zone were exposed to broadband sound levels that

were 10–15 dB lower than receivers in the primary Mach

cone. Furthermore, because the vertical extent of the shadow

zone increased with distance from the source, there was an

effective maximum propagation range for the primary Mach

wave (estimated to be 1200 m at this site). Sound levels out-

side the Mach cone were influenced by site-specific proper-

ties of the substrate because reflected waves dominated

received levels inside the shadow zone. Specifically, bottom

loss attenuated sound waves reflected from the seabed and

driving resistance attenuated stress waves reflected from the

end of the conductor pipe. Thus, receivers near the sea-

surface were exposed to substantially lower broadband

sound levels than receivers directly in the Mach cone.

Another important finding of this study was that high-

frequency secondary waves, originating near the sea-surface,

dominated the high-frequency (>1 kHz) part of the sound

spectrum. While these secondary waves only carried a small

fraction of the broadband sound energy from the conductor

driving (less than 0.3% of the total sound exposure at the

vertical array), they are nonetheless important because

sounds in this frequency range have the greatest potential for

auditory effects on odontocetes.22,23 Thus, when assessing

potential effects of conductor driving noise on porpoise, dol-

phins, and other toothed whales, these secondary waves

could be an important consideration.

B. Possible sources of secondary waves

It remains unclear how the high-frequency secondary

waves are generated near the sea-surface. Several possible

mechanisms might explain the origin of such waves:

(1) They could be generated by slower bending waves in the

pipe wall.

(2) They could be sound waves reflected (or scattered) by

the jacket structure.

(3) They could be refracted airborne sound waves.

(4) They could be generated by cavitation at the pipe wall.

Of these possible explanations, (1) seems most likely.

Negative pressures at the pile wall are unlikely to be of suffi-

cient intensity or duration to cause cavitation (based on SPL

measured at 10 m range), and would not be expected to gen-

erate multiple waterborne arrivals. Airborne refracted waves,

while possible, also do not explain the presence of multiple

arrivals. Reflections of the Mach wave from the jacket struc-

ture, if present, should also have been observed in the up-

going direction (they were not). Bending waves, on the other

hand, are predicted by thin shell theory,24 and travel slower

than longitudinal waves in cylindrical pipes, which would

explain their delayed arrival times. Different bending wave

modes travel with different group velocities, which could

explain the presence of multiple waterborne arrivals. The

frequency composition of the secondary waves may also be

explained by the fact that bending waves in thin shells are

generally subsonic at low frequency and only radiate sound

at higher frequencies (i.e., above the coincidence fre-

quency25). It is also interesting to note that the fluid loading

on the pipe is discontinuous at the air–water interface (near

where the secondary waves appear to originate) and even

subsonic bending waves radiate at discontinuities. The lack

of up-going secondary waves in the data also suggests that

bending waves, if present, are strongly damped in the wetted

part of the pipe. This is consistent with the observation that

they only radiate sound near the sea-surface. Nonetheless, it

remains a subject for future investigation to confirm whether

these high-frequency arrivals are indeed caused by bending

waves in the pipe or whether some other mechanism is

responsible.

C. Comparisons with other measurements

Sound levels at 10 m range from the conductor driving

(see Fig. 9) were within the range of previously reported

sound levels from impact driving of 0.61–0.76 m (24–30 in.)

diameter steel pipe piles in much shallower water.26,27

Measurements at 10 m from construction projects in

California and Washington states, in water depths less than

15 m, reported per-pulse SEL in the range 173–187 dB re

1 lPa2s (unmitigated). This suggests that deep-water conduc-

tor driving generates similar sound pressures to shallow

water pile driving near the source, although the vertical

extent of the source (and thus the ensonified area) is substan-

tially greater. The fact that such comparisons are possible

also underscores the benefit of reporting noise measurements

at standard ranges—10 m has become a de facto standard

range for reporting underwater piling noise studies in the

western U.S. and Canada.28,29

A review of the literature found two prior studies that

measured underwater noise generated by conductor driving.

One study, by Jiang et al., measured noise from offshore

conductor driving at 0.75–2 km range from an oil platform in
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the North Sea in 48 m of water.30 Jiang et al. reported

per-pulse 1/3-octave band SEL values that were similar in

magnitude to the current study, but their data showed two

frequency peaks—a low-frequency peak at 200 Hz and a

high-frequency peak at 1250 Hz. The investigators could not

determine the reason for the dual peak in the pulse spectrum,

as information regarding the source was limited.33 Jiang

et al. did not report the dimensions of the conductor casing

or hammer type, so it is unknown if they were similar to the

current study. Another prior study measured underwater

noise from land-based conductor driving at an oil production

island.31 As expected, land-based conductor driving gener-

ated much lower sound levels than were measured during

the current study.

One unexpected result from the current study was that

broadband sound levels from conductor driving were mostly

steady over time, despite hammer energy doubling over the

course of the operation. Previous measurements at an off-

shore wind farm reported a strong linear relationship (�6 dB

peak increase per doubling of hammer energy) between radi-

ated sound pressure and hammer energy.32 The reason for

this apparent inconsistency is unclear, although the wind

farm measurements used a much larger hammer, and sam-

pled a much larger range of hammer energy settings

(80–800 kJ). In the current study, variability in other factors,

such as the decreasing magnitude of the toe reflection, could

have obscured the relationship between hammer energy and

radiated sound level.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Beamforming measurements of underwater noise from

impact driving of conductor casings at a deep-water platform

confirmed that low-frequency (<1 kHz) sound energy was

clearly associated with Mach wave radiation (17.6� grazing

angle) distributed over the water column. The strong down-

ward directivity of the source, combined with the soft seabed

at the measurement site, resulted in a shadow zone near the

sea-surface in which broadband received levels were

10–15 dB lower than inside the Mach cone. Beamforming

analysis of seabed refracted waves confirmed that the seabed

at the measurement site was acoustically soft (critical angle

<9�), which likely contributed to the lower sound levels

measured in the shadow zone. This finding indicates that

receivers outside the Mach cone may be exposed to much

lower broadband sound levels, which is important to con-

sider when assessing impacts of noise on marine organisms

near deep-water pile driving.

Beamforming measurements also showed that the con-

ductor driving generated secondary high-angle (>45� graz-

ing) wave arrivals, which originated near the sea-surface,

and which were delayed with respect to the Mach waves.

These secondary waves were the dominant contributor to the

high-frequency (>1 kHz) sound spectrum of the noise.

Back-propagation of 1/3-octave band levels from multiple

hydrophones confirmed that low frequencies decayed

according to conical wave spreading, whereas high frequen-

cies decayed according to spherical wave spreading. Taken

together, these observations strongly suggested the existence

of two separate sound generation mechanisms for low- and

high-frequency sounds from impact driving of the steel pipe.

The contribution of these secondary waves from conductor

driving to the noise field might be particularly important in

light of recently introduced weighting schemes that empha-

size frequencies above 1 kHz for mid- and high-frequency

cetaceans.1,5

Sound level data collected during this study could help

future assessments that address the effects of deep-water pile

driving operations on marine organisms. Source level mea-

surements from this study could also be used to validate

structural acoustic models that seek to reproduce the detailed

noise field from impact pile driving operations. This study

found that sound levels 10 m from deep-water conductor

driving were within the range of those reported for shallow

water pile driving. Thus, the physical mechanism responsible

for generating high-frequency noise may be the same as

well—this is a possible topic for future investigation.
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